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This fourth section is focused less on the specifics of formation flying per se and more on 
the group-level procedures we use en route and for the arrival.  So let’s press on…
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In the last section we drilled down on the specific procedures a pilot can use to maintain 
position with their Element Lead once they’ve gotten airborne and have joined up.  In the 
section before that, remember, we stopped at the point where wingmen were airborne and 
joining up on their Element Leads to get settled in for the ride to Oshkosh.  Here we pick up 
at that point and continue on.  

When an Element Lead reaches the briefed altitude, they’ll level off and continue at 95kt.  
Generally, and if the element lead has been good about maintaining that 300fpm climb 
rate, the wingmen are on board by this point.  If not, no problem: the reduced power of 
being at level flight means the wingmen can catch up more easily.  And although there’s an 
overall tendency for us to focus on consistently flying at 95 knots, in reality the most 
important thing for the flight is for elements to have proper spacing.  So, for wingmen in 
particular, don’t worry about actual airspeed, altitude, heading, etc. – that’s your element 
lead’s job.  And for them, those numbers are guidelines – not strict parameters.  Also, if you 
hear a wingman check with their element lead to see if they’re at the correct altitude or 
airspeed, that means the wingman looked inside the cockpit – a big no-no in formation 
flying.  

Lead will be adjusting their airspeed, heading, and altitude all along the route.  They’ll do 
so gently but it will be happening.  
To reiterate, realize that 95kt and the briefed altitude are guidelines for your element’s 
lead: their job is to maintain proper spacing from the element ahead and try to keep all the 
other elements ahead on the horizon.  When we get to the landing phase, you’ll see why 
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this spacing is so critical for safety.  Always remember, a wingman’s job is really easy: just 
follow Lead!
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Once you’re on board and at altitude, relax a little but do NOT get complacent!  Eyes should 
ALWAYS be on your element lead.  

And while it’s true Element Leads are tasked with maintaining that 4500ft separation 
between elements, there are times when wingmen may need a little help with airspeed, to 
keep them safe.  This is especially true, for example, in an element which may have a 
Cherokee 140 and a Saratoga, although we work hard not to mix aircraft with such different 
performances within an element.  Nonetheless there are tools for helping out the 
wingmen.  

We’ve worked hard to set the right speeds and climb rates for the variety of planes we have 
but sometimes you may need to ask Lead to slow down some, especially during the early 
part of the flight.  If so, make a radio call for them to “gimme one” – with “one” being 
about an inch of manifold pressure or, for fixed-pitch props, about 100 RPM.  Just 
remember they’ll now need to figure out how to keep up with the element ahead.  So long 
as you’re safe, it’s not a big deal to be behind Lead for a bit if you’re still able to catch up, 
even slowly, so try not to ask them to slow down unless you truly can’t keep up.

On the flip side, if you’re getting too slow for safety, ask your lead to “push it up”.  Again, 
remember this may have an impact on how close your element gets to the one ahead.  But 
if you need it for safety, don’t hesitate to ask.  That said, and especially if you’re trying to 
catch up, remember that you’ll have a lot of time to do so, so don’t become too anxious.
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For either of these, expect that Lead will make the adjustment you ask for but then may 
gradually back some of it out once you’ve gotten into better position.  Again, they need to 
balance keeping their wingmen safe with keeping the right distance in the pack.  
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What we’ll end up with is a long line of aircraft separated by about half a mile from one 
element lead to the next.  We typically do 3-ship elements but there are times, especially
during training, where 2-ships are used.  Regardless, the spacing between elements is the 
same.  You’ll see later why this is important: when we come into land, if we’re too bunched 
up, it can cause safety issues.  Being too spread out can cause issues with keeping track of 
the flight ahead of you.  All of these are issues for element leads; remember, wingmen just 
fly off their lead.
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Since 2021 we’ve begun using a “side swap” procedure which allows wingmen to swap 
sides en route.  We did this for a few reasons, mainly to break up the 45-minute flight to 
OSH from CWA so pilots facing into the sun get a break and everyone gets to move their 
neck around.  Plus, as we’ll talk about later, this give everyone a safe opportunity to change 
radio frequencies when we’re approaching OSH.

The procedure is very simple and really just involves things we do at other times in the 
flight – just recombined.  In fact, we actually start training this on the very first flight on the 
very first straight leg of our course.

The procedure was designed to be done “comm out” but don’t hesitate to use the radio if 
needed, for safety.  
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The procedure starts with a signal from your Element lead, consisting of a brief porpoise of 
the stabilator followed by several quick wing rocks, all repeated three times.  This makes it 
clear Lead is signaling a change and not just bouncing in turbulence.  Wingmen do not need 
to wait for the whole signal to be given before starting the swap: once you see what looks 
to be the signal, go ahead and start fading back.  If it was indeed turbulence, just rejoin on 
Lead.

When wingmen see the signal from Lead, they should begin fading straight back behind 
Lead, ideally preserving the “stack-down” they had when they were in position.  Wingmen 
fade back a safe distance from Lead but not as far as for landing, which we’ll cover in a bit.  
#2 drops back about 3 to 10 aircraft lengths and #3 drops back about that distance behind 
#2.  Remember: #3 needs to be safely behind #2 before either can move to the centerline.  
Neither pilot needs to actually wait for the other to start fading back before they do BUT 
ALL wingmen should only fade straight back until they’ve confirmed their fellow wingman 
has also begun to fade back.  In other words, #2 can fade back 3 to 10 aircraft lengths and 
stay on their side, about 2 to 4 wingspans wide of Lead, until they see #3 fade back behind 
them and #3 can actually fade back well behind of #2, again, staying laterally wide of Lead 
until #2 fades back.  

Once wingmen are both back and in safe position, they both fade to the center, primarily 
using rudders.  As we’ll see, it’s basically the same as we’ll do for landings.  And both 
wingmen stay stacked down about 5 feet from Lead.  
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Both wingmen then rejoin to the opposite side, basically doing the same procedure as on 
departure.  Again, rudder over until about 2 to 4 aircraft widths on the new side of Lead and 
then drive forward.  There’s no need to pause in the center; just keep smoothly crossing over, 
again, primarily using a little bit of rudder.  

Pilots familiar with advanced formation flying will notice a few differences between this 
procedure and “cross-overs” or “cross-unders”. We refer to this as a “side swap” rather than 
a cross-under since both wingmen are moving at the same time, rather than one wingman or 
element.  Also, whereas in cross-unders the wingmen drop down about 10 feet before 
crossing and stay fairly close in, here the wingmen stay in their 5-foot stack-down.  This still 
gives wingmen plenty of time to react to a Lead with engine problems, since they’re farther 
back and are not dwelling in the centerline for long.   
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A few very important points here.  First, remember that your callsign is your “name”, not 
your position at any given time.  So, when Delta 2 crosses to the other side, they’re still 
Delta 2, which means when another side swap occurs, they still move as #2.  Similarly, 
Delta 3 stays at Delta 3 and ALWAYS crosses BEHIND Delta 2, no matter how many side 
swaps are done on a given flight.  This is vitally important to remember.  

Never move to the center unless it’s clear.  In fact, it’s a good idea when a side swap starts, 
to verbally call out who you are and what you’re going to do.  This will get you consciously 
thinking about the event and, if you have a right-seater, will enable them to cross-check 
what’s supposed to happen.  

Again, Wingmen preserve their stack-down basically throughout the procedure.  Be heads-
up for Lead possibly having an engine problem as you’re crossing the centerline

Keep it close but not too close.  AT LEAST 3 aircraft lengths back.  But not too far back: the 
farther back you go, the farther forward you’ll need to go to get back in position.  
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Here’s a graphic of the process.  Elements start out in the standard 3-ship configuration.  
Then the Element Lead signals the swap by porpoising 3 or so beats, rocking 3 or so times, 
and repeating this cycle for three complete cycles.  
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After the signal, and with the Element in the standard vic formation, wingmen fade 
STRAIGHT back about 3 to 10 aircraft lengths and then, when they’re clear of their fellow 
wingman, GRADUALLY rudder across the centerline to the new side.  They continue going 
laterally until they are 2 to 4 WIDTHS wide of Lead and then drive forward.  Do not “cut the 
corner” and go diagonally; make it a “J” maneuver instead.  They’ve now reformed the Vic, 
but, in this case, 2 has moved from left to right and 3 has moved from right to left. 
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A few final comments here

First, this is always an elective maneuver. If you’re not comfortable doing it, talk with your 
Element Lead before the flight to make sure they don’t signal a swap, if that’s your 
preference.  
This will most typically be done mid-flight and will actually be done multiple times, 
especially during training.  Element Leads can do this any time they like, so keep an eye out 
for the signal and hopefully discuss the plan ahead of the flight.  
Remember, your callsign is your name for that whole flight.  If you’re #3, you ALWAYS go 
behind #2 for that flight; NEVER in front of 2.  If you’re #2 and you see #3 pulling ahead of 
you, stay wide and safe, and then call it out on the radio.  If it happens, #2 can announce 
they’ll pass behind #3 but do so slowly and safely.  
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So we’ve made our turns and gotten close to OSH, looking forward to landing at OSH and 
setting up our tents, hopefully not in the rain.  

We use two different arrival techniques for this and try to practice them all at mini-clinics.  
Our most traditional one, and one we have done at Waupaca for years, is the Extended 
Final.  We’ve started adding a Downwind arrival process  - since it helps us avoid crossing 
the Fiske arrival at OSH.  

Prior briefings included discussion of a Downwind arrival as a 2-ship Element.  Because this 
is not a core part of our arrival plans for OSH, we no longer include this in our core training.  
However, Flight Leads may opt to use this procedure at mini-clinics with highly experienced 
pilots.  If so, they will brief the procedure in detail for their Flight.  
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Starting in 2021, both for the arrival at OSH and for practice approaches at mini-clinics, 
we’ve standardized the use of waypoints for guidance to the landing procedure.

Basically, we will standardize the use of the final approach fix for the GPS approach 
associated with the runway we plan to land on.  These are typically about 5 nautical miles 
from the runway, which not only gives us a good distance to make sure things are 
stabilized, but it also provides a good check-in point when operating at a towered field, 
since these are typically just before entering the Class Delta.  They’re also a known 
reference point for controllers plus many other pilots in the area.  And finally they’re in 
virtually all GPS databases, including handhelds and tablet apps.  If a runway at a mini-clinic 
doesn’t have the GPS approach we need, we’ll create a waypoint for the task.  This isn’t a 
concern for Wingmen – only Leads.  

As we’ll see, they’ll be used in different ways for Extended Final and Downwind approaches 
but they’ll be used nonetheless.

This information is being provided here primarily to instruct our Element Leads and to give 
a frame of reference for our wingmen.  Wingmen should not be loading these in their 
route; the only GPS position wingmen need to have loaded is the destination airport.  
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The Extended Final approach is basically what it sounds like: a nice, long, straight-in 
approach.

Lead positions the flight on a 7-mile final.  This is a little longer than needed but it allows 
everyone to get settled in and ready for the upcoming changes.  

Heads up to participants of the arrival in the past: you’re about to hear a change in the 
procedure which will be explained further in the next slide.  At 1nm from the final approach 
fix for the RNAV/GPS approach to that runway, each Element Lead gets their wingmen to go 
in-trail by “porpoising”, or fluttering their stabilator up and down, as a signal.  
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Wingmen throttle back a bit and stay level (remember, pull-pull!).  Both 2 and 3 can pull 
back at the same time, line abreast, but both should be careful not to move in trail of your 
element lead until #3 is well behind #2.  

500 feet back looks closer than it is, until you’re used to it.  GENERALLY it’s when the wings 
of the plane ahead of you are just covered up by your thumb when your arm is held out.  
We’ll cover that a bit more in a moment.  And math-wise, if you slow to 85 knots and go 10 
knots slower than Lead it will take you 30 seconds to fall back 500 feet.  If you slow down 
less, it will take longer.  And, of course, #3 will take twice as long.  

Another key change is that Wingmen should add one or two notches of flaps when fading 
back.  This will help slow you down and will get you prepared for landing.  Don’t forget that 
you’ll balloon up a bit when putting in flaps.  And planes with retractable gear should drop 
their gear when starting to fade back.  This will also help slow you down and get prepared 
for landing.
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Once wingmen are in trail, they should stabilize at 90kt and 1000ft above field elevation.  
They should get their head in the cockpit and monitor their GPS, which you remembered to 
set to your destination at the start of the trip, right?  

Element Leads have been continuing at 95kt, to help with separation from their wingmen 
but at the Final Approach Fix they slow to 90, put in flaps, and drop their landing gear as 
appropriate.
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At 4nm on YOUR GPS, everyone starts a descent by slowing a bit to 85kt and descending at 
500fpm.  This is a bit slower on the descent than in the past but it configures us a bit closer 
to touchdown speed.  In a perfect world, you’ll see all the aircraft ahead of you in a perfect 
line right down to the runway.  Fight the urge to start your descent when you see the plane 
ahead of you descending.  If you’re in 500ft trail, you’re covering about 160ft/second, so it 
should take you about 3 seconds to reach the point in space where the plane ahead of you 
started their descent.  You can add a second notch of flaps at this point if you only had one 
in, but don’t slow down below 85 knots when you do so.  But keep up with the plane 
ahead, preserving that 500 foot spacing.  You can speed up slightly, to, say, 88kts to catch 
up, if needed, but do so as gradually as possible and be aware you may be creating an 
accordion effect behind you when you slow down, especially abruptly.  All increases and 
decreases in speed should be very gradual.

Keep doing 85kt and 500fpm descent until cross the threshold, ideally at 100ft AGL or less, 
then transition to landing configuration and speed.  Aim to touch down smoothly on the 
1,000ft markers, or “Captain’s Bars”.  It does happen a bit quickly but it gets easier with 
time.  You can practice this at home, too.  
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Here’s a graphic of the process.  Again, Lead will establish the Flight on a 7NM Final.  At this 
point, Elements are in formation, flying at 95kt and 1000ft AGL.  At 1NM from the FAF, 
Element Leads porpoise their wingmen into 500ft trail.  They slow to 90kt and drop back, 
put flaps down, and drop landing gear as appropriate. Element Leads do the same when 
crossing the FAF. Wingmen should settle into 500ft in trail and everyone now maintains 
90kt and 1000ft AGL.  At 4NM from the field per each pilot’s GPS, they begin a descent at 
85kt, about 500feet per minute, until crossing the threshold.  Ideally everyone crosses at 
100ft AGL and in 500 ft trail of the plane ahead.  Everyone then lands on the 1,000ft 
markers.
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Here’s a shot from the ground of what this loos like with 18 planes.  Not perfect but very 
safe.
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The Downwind/Turn to Final arrival is also done in trail.  It’s similar to the last arrival but is 
actually very similar to what we usually do in the pattern every day.  At OSH, we’re likely to 
use this for arrivals on 36 and 27 and in both cases we’ll be doing Right Downwinds.

Basically, Flight Lead starts to line the flight up for about a ¾ mile wide Downwind starting 
at the Final Approach Fix for the GPS approach to the reciprocal runway, which is typically 
about 5 miles from the field; remember, because we’re on Downwind, we’re likely to be 
getting blown towards the field instead of getting slowed by a headwind.  

At 4 miles per the GPS from the field where we’re landing, Element Leads will porpoise 
their wingmen to the in-trail position.  Wingmen drop back to 500 feet in trail, slow a bit to 
90kt, put in one or two notches of flaps, and put gear down if needed.

Element Leads will slow to 90kt and put in flaps and gear when they reach 3.5nm from the 
field.  
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Everyone stays at 90kt, 1000ft AGL and tracking directly behind the plane ahead.  Since we 
actually prefer a crosswind, be very aware you may be pointing at the plane ahead but 
tracking very wide or very close.  Use your GPS ground track direction to confirm you’re 
tracking the reciprocal of the runway number

Wingmen should remain 500 feet behind the plane ahead.  There’s a natural tendency to 
fall back a bit.  If you do so too much, you’ll start forcing the element behind you to slow 
down.

If an Element Lead can safely catch up with the #3 wingman ahead, do so, so as to give 
more space for people behind you.  But be aware that if you do this too abruptly, you’ll 
create an accordion affect.  Very minor changes – no more than 3kt – are best – and take 
them out slowly as well.

Everyone independently begins a 500fpm descent at 85kt when they’re abeam the 1,000ft 
marker.  This is very similar to an ordinary Downwind arrival – just a bit early.  Those with 
retractable gear should confirm their gear is down.
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As with a typical Downwind pattern, when everyone reaches 45 degrees from the Captain’s 
bars, make your turn to Base and continue at 85kt and 500fpm descent.  Round the corners 
and use it to keep your spacing as close to 500ft as possible.  Remember, when you’re in a 
turn like that, you have the option to swing wide pretty quickly if you feel like you’re getting 
too close to the plane ahead.  
Once again, planes with retractable gear confirm they’re down when turning Base.  
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When appropriate, make your turn to final, continuing at 85kt.  The turn can be adjusted, 
wide or short, to keep your spacing with the plane ahead at 500 feet.  You should already 
have a notch or two of flaps in but consider adding more if appropriate.

The goal is to cross the threshold at 85kt and ideally at about 100ft above the runway.  At 
this stage, transition to landing configuration and speed, with a goal of touching down on 
the Captain’s bars.  
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Here’s a graphic of the process.
Element Leads porpoise their wingmen into trail when 4NM per the GPS from the field and 
established on about a 3/4nm wide downwind.  Wingmen slow to 90kt and drop flaps and 
gear, as appropriate.  
Element Leads slow themselves to 90kt when at 3.5NM and also drop flaps and gear.  
Everyone flies the Downwind at 90kt, 1000ft AGL, and with wingmen ideally 500ft in trail of 
their Leads.  Remember, there’s a strong temptation to fall back a bit but you’ll be 
interfering with the Element behind you if you do so.  
Element Leads are still ideally about ¾ NM or 4500 feet apart
At the Captain’s Bars, all aircraft slow to 85kt, descend at about 500fpm, and continue 
straight ahead until they’re 45 degrees from the Captain’s bars, at which point the turn 
Base and continue at 85kt.  Use the Base leg to adjust your spacing with the aircraft ahead, 
working hard to keep within 500 feet of them.  
Then, when crossing the threshold at 85kt and ideally about 100ft AGL, configure to land.  
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Let’s talk about crosswinds a bit.  We actually prefer to land on a runway with a crosswind, 
since all of us have trained to do so for most of our time as pilots and the crosswind helps 
quite a bit with reducing wake turbulence.  But it has a potential downside, which is that it 
can spread the Flight out if people simply aim to align their fuselage with the plane ahead.  
Instead, we should be aligning our ground track such that we’re all ideally tracking over the 
same point on the ground.  Using our GPS Ground Track can help confirm we’re tracking 
the reciprocal of the runway heading.  Also, working to keep within ¾ NM of the runway, by 
keeping roughly the midpoint of the runway-side aileron lined up with the runway, will 
help.  Keep on top of this early and throughout: if you put it off too late, by rushing in to 
correct it you’ll be forcing the plane behind you to slow down, which will start everyone 
behind them to slow down even more.  
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Here you can see the reason why this is important.  These are the ADS-B ground tracks of 
the Element Leads for our flight into OSH in 2021 (note that Charlie 1 and Papa 1’s tracks 
were unavailable for some reason).  Alpha 1, “Cherokee Lead”, flew the profile exactly.  But 
starting with Bravo 1 – me – the elements all got progressively wider on the Downwind and 
farther out for their Base turn.  By the end, Quebec 1, an F-16 pilot who knows exactly 
what should be happening, was forced to wide and very far out over the lake.  

Imagine if, say, Echo 2 needed to go around.  They would have needed to go north at least 2 
½ miles on a crosswind to get safely outside the other arriving Elements before rejoining 
the group at the back.  

All of this was after extensive training and briefing on the issue.    
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By the way, you may be wondering exactly how you can judge 500 feet separation, since we 
never fly this close to people in any other situation.  We’ve come up with a gadget that can 
help with this, using basic math and customized to each pilot’s eyes-to-glareshield
measurement.  As shown here, you align the left wing of the plane ahead with the left-
most mark and see where the right wing falls.  The scale is made to be accurate for 
Hershey-bar and tapered wings as well as Saratogas.  Grummans are about 32 feet, so 
about halfway between the Hershey bar and taper-wing Cherokees.  Small Mooneys are 
similar to the tapered wings and larger ones to the Saratogas.  

Using this gadget is an option and if you’re interested, ask to get one set up for you at a 
mini-clinic
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Here you can see the gadget.  It’s basically just a spring-loaded plastic table cloth clip with 
the scale “tented”up on it.

It works very well but in reality, a quick way to guesstimate 500ft is to hold your thumb out 
to the dash.  If the plane ahead is about equal in width to that, you’re at about 500ft.  A 
pinky held the same way is about 1,000ft.  The eraser on a mechanical pencil held the same 
way is about 3,000 feet.  The only one wingmen need to know is 500ft.  Frankly, the gadget 
is not essential but it’s an option if you’d like to try it.
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Regardless of how we got to the runway threshold, the touchdown and landing roll will be 
the same, which helps keep things safe and simple.  

We use a “hot/cold” strategy.  Think of there being a wall down the centerline.  The “cold” 
side is the side we’ll exit on and is basically used as a high-speed taxiway.  The “hot” side is 
the other half. 
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Everyone – including Element Leads – lands on the “hot” side and moves over to the “cold” 
side once they get under control.  
In the past, because there are no planes ahead, Lead had landed on the “cold” side and 
continued rolling.  In order to reduce confusion, we’ve switched to keeping things 
consistent and having everyone, including Lead, touch down on the “hot” side.  
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Once under control, everyone briskly moves over to the “cold” side.  This is indeed “brisk” –
like 40kt.

Keep moving ahead until you catch up with the plane ahead.  Don’t let the closure rate 
catch you, though: taper down your speed as you get closer but don’t slam on the brakes –
don’t forget you have people behind you 

If you’re not comfortable with what you see ahead of you, go around! There is NO stigma 
with doing this and, in fact, it shows excellent team thinking to do so if you feel at all 
uncomfortable with the situation.  Remember, if you stop or slow down on the hot side, 
planes behind you will hit you.  So, quickly get over to the “cold” side and keep moving 
briskly until you’ve caught up with the plane ahead on the cold side.  
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Typically Lead will roll all the way to the end of the runway in the cold lane and then exit.  
At mini-clinics and with smaller flights, Lead may opt to exit earlier and should announce 
that on the radio and/or cover it in the briefing.  But most of the time, plan on taxiing all 
the way to the end.  

Pull up close to the plane in front so everyone can get off the runway but continue 
following the plane ahead, as appropriate. For smaller flights, Lead may choose to wait 
until all aircraft have cleared the runway before taxiing back to parking – just be heads up 
for this.  

Lead may opt to do a staggered taxi back – just be alert for the signals.  

Taxi back to parking and get to the debriefing ASAP.  If you need fuel, try to let Lead know 
at the briefing before the flight so others can make the same decision.  It can be frustrating 
to have dozens of pilots wait for a debrief for one person to refuel.  If more people need to 
do so, there’s a bit more understanding.  Just remember you’re part of a team.  
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A quick note that at airports with 150 foot wide runways, such as OSH, the runway is more 
than three aircraft wide.  Because of that, we actually divide it up into three lanes for even 
more safety: Cold on the exit side, Hot in the center where everyone lands, and Escape, 
where someone can move to if they’re overtaking the plane ahead of them.  If you have a 
150ft wide runway at a mini-clinic, your host may opt to do the same thing.  

If this is the case, everyone should land on the centerline and taxi to the cold side briskly.  If 
there’s a problem, such as a slow aircraft ahead when you’re landing, use the “escape” lane 
on the side opposite of the “cold” side

If you need to use the Escape lane, remember there will be planes still landing on the 
centerline, so taxi all the way to the end before crossing to the “cold” side.  Don’t worry if 
this puts you out of sequence with your Element.  
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The flight isn’t over until it has been debriefed.  We’re a safety-focused organization and 
learn from each and every flight.  

The briefing can’t start till everyone is there.  Remember, if someone stops for fuel, 
everyone else needs to wait till that person is done and back, so be considerate and chat 
with your Lead about that before even walking to the plane.  Ideally, wait to refuel after the 
debrief.  And really, if you start the day with full tanks, refueling shouldn’t be needed for 
the whole day.  

Our debriefings are modeled on the military process that directly resulted in a huge cut in 
accidents back in the ‘50’s.  That accident rate didn’t start going down until pilots could 
candidly describe what did and didn’t happen.  The tone is very factual and is generally 
“third person”: “Charlie 3 crossed to the center unexpectedly” instead of “Tom crossed to 
the center unexpectedly”.  When it’s your turn to offer comments on the flight, work hard 
to keep it that way: factual without judgment in the wording and with constructive 
feedback.  

Lead will check everyone in, so be prepared to check in in sequence.  Lead will then offer 
their observations and comments and then will go down the list of pilots for comments 
until everyone has had a chance to share their thoughts.  
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A few keys for a successful briefing:

Come with a thick skin.  None of us likes criticism, even if it’s helpful.  Take it in stride.
Keep the comments to ones about the group in general and focused on safety.  
There’s no need to repeat a comment already made unless you have something to add that 
would meaningfully improve the safety.
No side conversations, even about the flight.  And no reading emails or other phone stuff: 
stay focused on the debrief until it’s done.
There is no need to say “I struggled to stay in position” unless it’s because of some other 
factor that needs to be addressed as a Flight.  That said, you should have a separate 
briefing with your Element Lead to cover in-element issues and should definitely chat with 
your safety pilot about your strengths and areas to work on.  
Keep it short.  It’s called a briefing for a reason!
And don’t forget to leave the table with a good attitude and smarter for what you’ve 
learned.  Keep that thick skin you came in with.  This is all about improving our safety.  
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So, a quick recap: 

En route, just follow Lead and expect they’ll be changing speed, heading, and altitude to do 
their job
There will likely be side swaps while en route unless you specifically asked your Element 
Lead not to do them.  If they happen, remember: you keep your Wingman number and #3 
always goes behind #2
There are two types of arrivals:
The Extended Final will involve a porpoise by Lead at a mile from the final approach fix to 
get wingmen in 500ft spacing in trail at 90kt.
Wingmen get their heads into their cockpit and watch their GPS so they start a descent at 
4nm.  Not when their Lead goes down, not 4.1nm, not 3.9nm.  4.0
For the Downwind/Turn to Final, Element Leads will porpoise at 4nm and wingmen should 
go into 500ft trail and maintain 90kt.  Be very aware of the risk – no, likelihood – the Flight 
will be broadening the Downwind and do your part to prevent that, especially if there’s a 
crosswind.  Then, when abeam the Captain’s bars, slow to 85kt and begin descending at 
500fpm.  Turn Base to Final at 45 degrees from the runway.
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The Touchdown is on the hot side, which is the side opposite the one you’ll exit on. After 
landing, briskly cross to the Cold side
The Debrief is about safety – not rewriting the Book of Lamentations.  Keep it brief, safety-
focused, on-topic, and uninterrupted.  And most important, choose to learn rather than to 
be offended.  
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That covers these phases of the process.  In the next section we want to touch on a few 
contingencies in case the unexpected happens.  
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